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5. Abstract (300 words):
In housing, the developers’ target is to satisfy users’ needs, however the challenge they face is to provide an adequate sustainable house for an unsustainable or changing users’ social needs. Is it possible for the housing market approaches and prototypes to meet the ongoing changes without changing?

An adequate sustainable housing is not just a shelter that satisfies the resident’s physical needs, the resident’s different social needs should be taken into consideration. A house is not four walls and a rooftop; it’s a habitat. And this habitat wouldn’t be sustainable if it doesn’t correspond to the users’ developing need. The changing nature of development brings about new needs, new social groups are formed and other groups
are fading. The social change is understandably faster than the housing development process. The developers should break free from the identical prototype image and focus on supplying more flexible houses in an integrated sustainable neighborhood; flexible enough to cope with the change and satisfy the user’s present and future needs. The design should not be time bound; it should be easily modified according to the changing social needs.

This paper argues that flexibility in housing is needed for a sustainable living; but for the houses to be flexible they have to be part of a flexible neighborhood. The way each house function to be part of its neighborhood, is very important for the sustainability of this neighborhood. The members of the neighborhood should bond and benefit from each other to maintain the social satisfaction of each member of the community. Housing developers have always focused on the provision of flexible houses designs, but they rarely explained how to cluster these houses to form a flexible neighborhood. As the users’ social needs couldn’t be satisfied with a flexible house but with a flexible cooperative neighborhood.
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